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Lithuanian Design Cluster is a group of Lithuanian companies that offers a wide range 
of products dedicated for hotels, restaurants and other public places. 
We offer a full spectrum of high quality and well designed objects such as:

lounge chairs
beanbags
beds and mattresses
upholstered furniture
cabinet furniture
coffee tables
cupboards

writing desks
dining tables
chairs
shelves
lighting
mirrors
rugs

bed-linen, curtains, towels, 
tablecloths, aprons and other 
Lithuanian linen products

Lithuanian Design Cluster 



EMKO is a design company 
focusing on a hight quality fur-
niture and interior accessories 
created by emerging design-
ers. The company is actively 
participating at international 
trade fairs and design awards 
since 2013. EMKO products 
are successfully being sold in 
Europe, Asia and USA.

Desk 4.9
by Marius Valaitis (LT)

email: erika@emko.lttel: +37061533588 

Naive low Chair
by ete.etc (LT)

4.9. Desk It perfectly works as 

writing desk or dressing table. 

There are one drawer and 

two drawers versions. The 

desk is available in 3 colors: 

light, brown and black. 

The body is created of solid 

ash tree wood, combined with 

fire-resistant foam covered by 

hight quality fabrics - Kvadrat 

Remix 2 and Novotex – Ritz 

Trend (velour). The main 

visual characteristic is a large 

leather strap that holds the 

backrest attached to the body. 

Naive side 
table
by ete.etc (LT)

Macaron 
ceiling and 
floor lamp
by Silvia Cenal (ES)

Tables are available in 7 co-

lours and 3 sizes, each carved 

out of a single piece of 

solid ash. A form in between 

a square and a circle creates 

a soft and welcoming appear-

ance and will easily adapt to 

any type of a room. The ta-

bles can be easily assembled 

by just screwing the legs in. 

The cord which links between 

the two pieces of wood, giv-

ing a touch of originality with 

its texture and color. After 

two unbelievably successful 

years in the market for the 

pendant lamps, the Floor lamp 

was added to the collection.

www.emko.lt Let’s keep in touch



Pusku pusku are pleased to be 
the biggest bean bag manufac-
turer in Nothern Europe, and 
we are also becoming known 
all over the world! 

We are proud that there is spe-
cial attention for our products 
in Latvia, Estonia, Germany, 
Finland and Sweden, which is 
why we export around 50% of 
them.

Game

email: sales@puskupusku.comtel: +370 620 95094 www.puskupusku.com

Seat

Game is a handmade bean 

bag for children of all ages. 

This bean bag is equipped 

with additional handle, which 

makes it very convenient if 

you want to move to different 

gaming sites; it also has an 

additional pocket, where the 

little ones can keep their toys.

Seat is an armchair-shaped 

bean bag that has already 

become classic and has had 

its model design patented. 

Handmade bean bag is 

designed with a comfortable 

backrest and headrest; the 

granules inside it adapt to the 

body shape, so a person can 

have a pleasant relaxation.

Razzmatazz

Tube

Razmatazzis a triangular 

bean bag for spacious home. 

A handmade soft piece of 

furniture is designed with ex-

tended sitting part, a backrest 

and headrest; the granules 

adapt to the body shape, so 

the bean bag is suitable for 

very tall people. 

Tube is elliptically tubular 

bean bag, which is the best 

alternative to usual chair. The 

fabric of handmade bean 

bags is cut diagonally and 

joined, thus creating a stylish 

geometric composition.

Let’s keep in touch



LinenMe is a small yet rapidly 
growing business. We design, 
manufacture and deliver prob-
ably the widest range of linen 
home textiles to more than six-
ty countries around the world. 
Our aim is to ensure that each 
and every item we carry in our 
collection, or make specially 
for you, is simple, sustainable 
and stunning. 

Crafted To Last

tel: UK +44 20 8133 3853  DE +49 157 3598 2285  USA +1 321 233 2929  IT +39 335 545 2040  FR +33 066 288 0705www.linenme.com

Sustainability

We have our own manufac-

turing unit in Lithuania, with 

more than forty years of 

linen production experience. 

From a stock of over 1000 

different linen fabrics we craft 

all your items to order using a 

combination of traditional and 

cutting-edge technologies.

Linen itself is an environ-

mental- ly-friendly fabric as 

it requires fewer resources 

to grow and process, and is 

biodegradable. We use every 

last inch of fabric in our pro-

duction process to minimise 

waste, and we craft products 

that are made to last, in 

keeping with our slow-living 

aesthetic..

Extensive
Collection

Understated
Luxury

We offer a wide ranging yet 

carefully curated collection. 

We are proud to offer cus-

tomers top quality textiles for 

every room and every season.

This kind of personal ap-

proach offers our clients the 

individual atten- tion to detail 

of a bespoke luxury brand, 

without the price tag. We are, 

simply, great at what we do.

Let’s keep in touch



The company’s credo – at-
tention to the client’s needs, 
professional design and the 
highest quality. All this could be 
achieved thanks to the highly 
qualified, young and dynamic 
employees and partners. Here-
with highly-skilled workforce 
allows us to carry out special 
projects such as hotels, restau-
rants and living interiors.

GLIDE sideboard

email: hello@viruna.lttel: +37061245420  www.viruna.lt

Private Interior

It’s a match! An outstanding 

sideboard produced with ut-

most precision, matches each 

corner no matter the angle 

you look. A brilliant piece 

designed to stand out from 

the sideboards crowd.

Private aparment designed 

by customers needs, adapted 

to its vivid lifestyle and taste. 

A perfect mix and match 

of painted solid wood and 

engineered boards stands out 

from other interior projects. 

Very aesthetic, but at the 

same time multifunctional.

APOLLO 
sideboard

KAPRI dining 
table

Apollo collection was inspired 

by the first lunar odyssey 

which took place in 1969. 

Cosmic yet very minimalist 

and eclectic, designed to last 

for centuries.

Our KAPRI dining table is de-

signed to last in terms of style 

as well as materials. Polished 

lacquered European oak finish 

gives it solidity and class.

by ete.etc (LT)
by Darius Budrys (LT)

by Mantas Lataitis (LT)
by Darius Budrys (LT)
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NAMUOS products are of 
exclusive quality for home, 
hotel or restaurant, created by 
Lithuanian designers and for 
affordable price. This design 
studio offer you what you are 
looking for – elements of sim-
ply shaped design inspired by 
nature and achieved by using 
natural colours and environ-
mentally friendly materials.

Ceramic karafe 
with tea/coffee 
bowls

email: rasa@namuos.lttel: +370 699 37709 www.namuos.lt

PUDDLE Mirror

A set of jug and two small 

cups could be used for hot 

and cold drinks. Jug also can 

serve as a vase and the cup 

as a dish for snacks. Cork 

stopper fits the jug and the 

cup as well.

The mirror shape is a stylised 

replica of a rain puddle and 

has been inspired by a human 

need to search for a self-im-

age wherever possible. The 

gaps in the shape of the large 

mirror serve for an additional 

function of a shelf.

DEER Hook

WINGS 
Newspaper Rack

Hooks can perfectly be used 

in combination with other 

same series hooks, which are 

of different sizes, different 

colours and different metals. 

Can be used in multiple set-

tings including the entrance 

hall, bedroom and kitchen.

Magazine rack is designed to 

use it at home, coffee house 

or hotel to keep newspapers, 

magazines, books.

by Barbora Adamonyte 

- Keidune (LT)

by Barbora Adamonyte 

- Keidune (LT)

by Barbora Adamonyte 

- Keidune (LT)by Barbora Adamonyte 

- Keidune (LT)
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Gergama – bed and mattress 
manufacturer belonging to the 
25-year-old LONAS company 
group. Gergama is exclusive-
ly focused on production of 
mattresses and beds. Clearly 
defined activity helps to consis-
tently increase the production 
volumes and nurture exper-
tise of our employees. All this 
contributes to the growth of 
the company and top quality of 
products we manufacture.

Bed Sonatina Min

email: liudas@gergama.lttel:  +370 605 69458www.gergama.lt

Bed Piano

Bed SONATINA – compact 

bed straight, graceful, wavy 

silhouette head, for the 

finesse and space saving.

Bed PIANO – classic bed 

with curved, prominent head, 

decorated with vertical lines 

- for those who appreciate 

subtlety and cozy peace 

before bedtime.

Bed Solo

Bed Forte

Bed Solo take you to the oasis 

of tranquility and rest. 

Bed Solo – luxury bed with 

soft pillows for those who 

appreciate long, cozy rituals 

before bedtime.

Bed FORTE – a classic bed 

with curved, prominent head 

- for a time-consuming and 

delightful dive without long 

introductions.

Let’s keep in touch
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Gergama
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Let’s keep in touch

UAB ,,Emko”
e-mail: erika@emko.lt 
tel: +37061533588 
web: www.emko.lt

UAB ,,Pupt”
e-mail: sales@puskupusku.com
tel: +370 620 95094
web: www.puskupusku.lt

UAB ,,LinenMe”
e-mail: inga@linenme.com 
tel: +370 686 00856
web: www.linenme.com

UAB ,,Viruna”
email: hello@viruna.lt 
tel: +37061245420
web: www.viruna.lt

UAB ,,Tailor-Made”
e-mail: wholesale@namuos.lt
tel: +370 699 37709 
web: www.namuos.lt 

UAB ,,Gergama” 
e-mail: liudas@gergama.lt 
tel: +370 605 69458
web: www.gergama.lt


